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Abstract 

 

The surface roughness can easily analyze the quality of the material or product. Surface roughness is defined as the parameters by 

which adaptability of the product with the environment can be checked. The surface roughness contains some impurities of surface 

texture and feed marks produced via machining process. The productivity of the machine tool and parts are evaluated based on the 

quality of the surface.  Some parameters of the CNC machine affect the surface roughness of the material. The parameters are CNC 

cutting speed, feed, depth of cut, and step over ratio. Some previous study adopted the different approaches to reduced the surface 

roughness of the material using a CNC machine. In this paper, we are discussing the related work of surface roughness 

minimization based on CNC milling machine. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The metal cutting and requirements of vibrations in the machine body is a good topic for the researchers. Exactness, repeatability, 

and guarantee associated with a CNC machine tool will, in like manner, be delineated.  

 Milling Machine 

The milling machine is a device that cuts the metal by different tooth components called milling shaper. The milling machine can 

be used for both rough and finish machining activities with having the following advantages like less tool requirement, specific 

design, and high accuracies.  The work piece is affixed to the processing machine desk and is sustained against the rotating milling 

shaper. The milling shaper can have cutting teeth on the outskirts or side or both. The milling machine can be classified based on 

their following principle;  

 Broadly useful machines – these are, for the most part, the section and knee write (level and vertical machines).  

 High Production composes with settled beds – (flat writes)  

 Unique reason machines, for example, copying, profiling, rise and fall, turning table planetary and twofold end composes.  

 CNC Machine 

The computer numerical control (CNC) milling machine provides the custom design and shape to the material. It provides computer 

control and moving multiple point cutting equipment which removes extra material from a workpiece. The CNC can be applicable 

in the various material shaping applications like metal, plastic, wood, and glass. In CNC machining process, several capabilities 

are presented like electrical, mechanical, chemical, and thermal. Lots of machining process like cutting, drilling, and turning is 

performed by CNC machine. 

 Machine Tool 

Individuals occupied with assembling examination and enterprises are consistently enhancing the assembling frameworks to create 

parts or items that are great in quality, conveyed on time, and lowered in cost. It won't just influence the organization to get by in 

the present focused world; however, it will likewise enchant the client. An assembling framework is characterized as a mind-

boggling course of action of the accompanying four physical components;  

 Machine instrument  

 Tools and tooling  

 People  

 Material taking care of types of gear  

The accompanying quantifiable parameters can portray the quantifiable yield of an assembling framework;  

 Productivity  

 Defects rate  

 Unit cost, and so on  

The assembling framework will be profoundly viable and taken a toll proficient if joining the over four physical components is 

great. Machine device, among over four physical components, specifically assumes a critical part since it can include an incentive 
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in term of value, cost, and time in assembling. There are changes going ahead in advancements in assembling to influence a 

machine to instrument more exact and proficient. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The CNC machine has wide applications in the metal cutting and finishing operations. The efficiency of the CNC machine 

improved by using the optimization algorithms. Some previous related work of CNC machine explained below.  

 S. Suresh et al. (2014) 

An arrangement of analyses, in light of L9 Taguchi plan strategy, was made and penetrating was finished with the chosen cutting 

parameters. All tests were kept running at cutting velocities of 1250,1500 and 1750 r.p.m. What's more, encourage 25,50, and 75 

mm/min and point edge of 90°, 118°, and 140°. The orthogonal cluster, motion to-commotion proportion, and examination of 

fluctuation (ANOVA) were utilized to explore the ideal penetrating parameters [2]. 

 N. Kadim et.al (2014) 

Used Genetic Algorithm and Traveling Salesman Problem to abbreviate machining time for the boring of a given gathering of gaps 

and consequently to lessen machining cost and enhance CNC machining effectiveness without corrupting movement precision. 

The outcomes demonstrated the adequacy of the hereditary calculation, and the machining time is diminished to around half at 

times and subsequently machining force and cost are decreased [3]. 

 K. Sharma et.al (2015) 

talked about the test examine on execution attributes of AISI 304 stainless steel amid CNC penetrating procedure. Variables like 

shaft speed, nourish rate and point edge influence the execution parameters, for example, the surface unpleasantness and ovality 

in penetrating procedure. To get least surface unpleasantness and least ovality, the best ideal level of parameters must be picked 

deliberately. This paper shows the multi-target improvement of penetrating procedure parameters utilizing Taguchi technique in 

machining of AISI304 stainless steel. The analyses are led in view of Taguchi L16 orthogonal cluster by taking point edge, bore 

width, sustain rate and axle speed at two levels. The Taguchi based flag to-clamor proportion examination is utilized to acquire the 

connection between the machining parameters and execution qualities. The total exploratory outcomes are talked about and 

displayed in this paper [5]. 

 K. Pawar et.al (2015) 

utilized bolster rate, profundity of cut and grease temperature. They found that the better surface complete is acquired by applying 

cool ointment They additionally watched even with higher profundity of cut surface complete is likewise enhanced if oil 

temperature is brought down. Ranganath M.S, Vipin and R.S. Mishra researched the parameters influencing the surface 

unpleasantness delivered amid the turning procedure for the material aluminum 6061. In this work procedure parameters are viewed 

as cutting rate, nourish rate and profundity of cut. They utilized Taguchi plan for streamlining of process parameters and described 

the primary elements influencing surface harshness by ANOVA [6].  

 K.G.Durga Prasad et.al (2015) 

utilized Taguchi strategy based invertigation for advancing procedure parameters in end processing of glass-fiber-fortified plastic 

(GFRP). The use of the procedure is exhibited through an exploratory examination in which end processing of GFRP is carried on 

CNC processing machine [7].  

 H. Abdullah et. al (2015) 

showed cutting instruments development by Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) strategy in age of 

briefest apparatus way. For perception of the execution of the two techniques, correlations with regular strategy have been 

completed. The most limited way of penetrating apparatus way adjusts Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) in deciding the 

separation amid machining. The reenactment result demonstrates that ACO and GA based instrument way enhancement is valuable 

to discover a lower separation of hardware way age for openings boring procedure [8].  

 K. D. Narooei (2014) 

used ACO approach for hunting ideal separation down a boring procedure to a straightforward work piece. It is critical to get a 

proficient assembling framework [9].  

 V. Pare et.al (2015) 

utilized silicon carbide as second constituent, as it lessens the cost of resultant composites. So as to get the required properties in 

the grid combination, the support material, the volume of the fortification, area and the state of the fortification and creation 

technique would all be able to be changed .The target included planning a metal network composite material for the most part by 

including the alluring qualities of metals and earthenware production [10]. 
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 N.V. Mahesh Babu Talupula (2015)  

tested the parameters improved by PSO optimization. The anticipated benefits of machining time and harshness acquired by PSO 

are contrasted and trial comes about. It is discovered that the anticipated qualities are in great concurrence with the deliberate 

machining time and harshness. The discoveries of the present work induce that the utilization of the proposed strategy can 

extraordinarily supplant the relentless procedure of determination of cutting parameters by experimentation technique. This will 

diminish the wastage of assets utilized for assembling. Due to this, creation cost and offering expense of the part can be lessened; 

thus deals and benefit for the enterprises can be enhanced all things considered [11].  

 R. Venkata Rao et.al(2016)  

displayed a survey of uses of TLBO calculation and an instructional exercise for tackling the unconstrained and obliged 

advancement issues. The instructional exercise is relied upon to be helpful to the tenderfoots. The instructing learning-based 

improvement (TLBO) calculation is finding a substantial number of uses in various fields of building and science since its 

presentation in 2011. The significant applications are found in electrical building, mechanical plan, warm designing, fabricating 

building, structural building, auxiliary building, PC building, hardware designing, material science, science, biotechnology and 

financial aspects [12].  

 S. Mirjalili et.al (2014) 

presented an optimization algorithm which is based in grey wolf's hunting environment. All wolves in a group together hunt down 

the prey by making a circle around him and reducing the distance between them. The wolf with most near to prey position is 

assigned as group leader followed by two others. This behavior is mathematically presented and tested on optimization benchmark 

functions [13]. 

 R. Venkata Rao et.al (2013)  

proposed an enhanced TLBO calculation for unconstrained improvement issues. Two new hunt instruments are presented in the 

proposed approach as instructional exercise preparing and self roused learning. Additionally, the instructing factor of the 

fundamental TLBO calculation is adjusted and a versatile showing factor is presented. Besides, in excess of one instructor is 

presented for the students. The introduced alterations improve the investigation and abuse limits of the essential TLBO calculation. 

The execution of the I-TLBO calculation is assessed by leading little scale to expansive scale probes different unconstrained 

benchmark capacities and the execution is contrasted and that of the other state-ofthe-workmanship calculations accessible in the 

writing [14].  

 M. H. Makiabadi et.al (2015)  

tested the truss TLBO optimization algorithm on other non linear problem and then on milling mahcine. Shape and estimate 

enhancement of truss structures with various recurrence imperatives which is an exceptionally nonlinear issue was examined in 

this paper. An as of late created approach, i.e. instructing learning-based advancement (TLBO) was utilized for this reason. The 

strategy is easy to execute since no tuning parameter ought to be aligned in the calculation. Some benchmark issues were 

illuminated through the proposed approach and the outcomes were contrasted and different strategies including other metaheuristic 

methodologies, for example, PSO, HS and FA. In all illustrations TLBO gives exceptionally agreeable outcomes which fulfill all 

recurrence requirements. The aftereffects of this paper demonstrate that TLBO is a remarkable approach appropriate for explaining 

convoluted improvement issues with exceptionally non-straight conduct [15]. 

III. ANALYSIS 

As discussed earlier in previous section various techniques were proposed for the metal finishing and cutting mechanism using the 

CNC and milling machine. Taguchi method [2] proposed for the selection of cutting parameters of various materials and 

applications. The genetic algorithm in [3] improved the efficiency of the CNC machine without affecting the output parameters. 

In [4] Taguchi method applied for the stainless steel finishing operations on CNC machine and in [7] Taguchi method used for the 

GFRP material. The Genetic algorithm and ACO (ant colony optimization) algorithm proposed in [8] for the measuring instrument 

development using CNC. The PSO optimization also proposed for the material surface minimization in [11,15]. TLBO approach 

proposed with PSO and other optimization in [12, 13, and 14]. We get an idea of hybrid optimization from [13] in which PSO and 

TLBO combination applied to improve the parameters of the CNC machine which provided effective results. A Hybrid approach 

PSO-GWO proposed for the benchmark function evaluation in [19], which provided better results than the GWO optimization. We 

can implement PSO-GWO method for the surface roughness minimization using a CNC machine.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this study, we analyze the various research paper which deals with the CNC machine operations for different materials. Most of 

the researcher were used the Taguchi method for different CNC applications. Many researchers also proposed the genetic algorithm 
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and PSO optimization algorithm for CNC operations. We can hybrid the PSO and GWO optimization algorithm for optimal 

parameters selection of CNC machine.  
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